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Accessories

Bicycles
Nonsed quodipid molorio dolo blatectatur sollandi 

dolest, sit, offic tem. Nem nobit liquam veles re dende 
assit officium et re nonsequo beati alicaep tatius 

velecto tasitio nobit liquam veles blatectatur sollandi.

Chose a Model

Hover on the box 
brings this state. By 
default the crease is 
in the center, and the 
text is just the title, like 
in the rigth side
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Classic (The Louisiana Bicycle) 
Female/Unisex

This is a quiet bicycle, very elegant and 
modern in its design and without much 
fuss. The Sögreni Classic is practically 
a work of art, and this is the Louisiana 
model (named for the Museum of 
Modern Art in Humlebæk, Denmark, 
which chose to exhibit it as an example 
of the best contemporary Danish 
design).

€1,669.00

Classic (The Louisiana Bicycle) 
Male

This is a quiet bicycle, very elegant and 
modern in its design and without much 
fuss. The Sögreni Classic is practically 
a work of art, and this is the Louisiana 
model (named for the Museum of 
Modern Art in Humlebæk, Denmark, 
which chose to exhibit it as an example 
of the best contemporary Danish 
design).

€1,669.00

Old Shatterhand 
Female/Unisex

This bike will not help you turn, it will 
not reveal its power unless you ask 
for it - but it will happily follow your 
instructions if you take control. When 
you get to know it, it will turn into a 
reliable friend, and the Old Shatterhand 
is known for working without any 
problems or hiccups for years and years 
to come.

€1,669.00

Old Shatterhand 
Female/Unisex

The Young Shatterhand is built to the 
same measurements as a road bicycle, 
meaning that it has quite a low balance 
point, and as you sit upright you can use 
all of your pedalling force downwards, 
making the bicycle fast and a good 
sprinter.

€1,669.00

Frame Size 
48 52 56 60 63
Color 
       
Color ype 
Matte Glossy
Sögreni Bell 
Brass Copper Zink Stainless Steel
Pedals 
Aluminum Brass Copper
Brooks England Saddle 
Black Antique brown Honey brown
Leather Handles 
Black Antique brown Honey brown

Old Shatterhand 
Male

The Young Shatterhand is built to the 
same measurements as a road bicycle, 
meaning that it has quite a low balance 
point, and as you sit upright you can use 
all of your pedalling force downwards, 
making the bicycle fast and a good 
sprinter.

€1,669.00

Old Shatterhand 
Male

This bike will not help you turn, it will 
not reveal its power unless you ask 
for it - but it will happily follow your 
instructions if you take control. When 
you get to know it, it will turn into a 
reliable friend, and the Old Shatterhand 
is known for working without any 
problems or hiccups for years and years 
to come.

€1,669.00

Details
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Details

Details

Details

Details

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Add to Cart

Hover on the text 
part brings this 
estate, and Add to 
Cart will not load 
the cart.

Cart count, when 
applicable

By the default, 
sorting is A-Z. 
Clinking on it bring 
all the other options 
in drop down menu, 
and clinking on 
the arrow toggle 
from increasing to 
decreasing.
Clinking on Filter 
brings a new line 
with filtering options. 
For the bicycles, 
no filter will really 
exclude any result 
other than wheel 
size and frame 
format (Female/
Male).
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Bicycles |
Which of Sögrenis bicycles will suit you the best? You design the bicycle with your head and your heart, 
we build it after your specifications - so, as you’d expect, it might take some time. Please allow anything 
from 8 to 16 weeks before you can expect delivery. 

All bicycles avaliable in 5 frame sizes. See the Frame Size Chart to see wich feets you better.
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More then a Bicycle
Sögreni bicycles are built by hand, and adjusted to perfection. A Sögreni bicycle is not only an 
effective mean of transportation, it is considered by some to be an object of contemporary art.

BUY A BICYCLE TODAY

See Models

Look for Accessories
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Bicycles

Accessories

Which of Sögrenis bicycles will suit you 
the best? You design the bicycle with your 
head and your heart, we build it after your 
specifications - so, as you’d expect, it might 
take some time. Please allow anything from 8 
to 16 weeks before you can expect delivery. 

All bicycles available in 5 frame sizes. See the 
Frame Size Chart to see wich feets you better.

You have the option of either getting one 
of these original Sögreni accessories to fit 
your new bicycle, or getting one for your 
existing bicycle, whether it is a Sögreni or 
not. All accessories are assembled by hand, 
and we use parts from different suppliers 
in Denmark and northern Europe. All 
accessories are inspected and tested before 
being put on sale.
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Drum Break 
The lever is placed on the right hand side, 
unless you ordered extra gears. In that case, 
we place it on the left hand side - there simply 
is no space for both on the right hand side of 
the handlebars.

 Front Break | +€126.00 (+0.8kgs) 

  
Gear 
Our bicycles are single speed freewheel by 
default. If you would like to add gears, please 
select a option bellow.

 3 Gear | +€109.00 (+0.4kgs)   

 Continuously Variable | +€469.00 (+2.5kgs) 

 

 
Personal engraving

The engraving is made before we paint the 
bicycle, and normally made on the left hand 
side of the bicycle. Each engraving comes 
with up to 15 character (not counting spaces). 
Additional characters cost €20.00 each. We 
will contact you to get additional instructions 
(such as typeface and text). Notice that other 
types alphabets may offer certain limitations 
(typeface options, etc).

 Up to 15 Characters Engraving | +€265.00   

 3 | Additional Characters | +€20.00

 

 
Mounted Lock 
While we recommend the our wire lock for 
better safety, the mounted lock is easier to use 
on a daily basis.

 Mounted Lock | +€59.00 (+0.6kgs) 

 
Kickstand 
The kickstand is not designed by Sögreni, 
but something we get from great suppliers 
in Germany in Switzerland, like the Esge 
kickstand. 

 Kickstand | +€29.00 (+0.2kgs) 

 

 
Painted components

The rims, fenders, and handle bars and stem 
finish is matte aluminum with delta-coated 
fisting (brass in the fenders. However, you 
can choose to add a painting finish to them. 
The painting finishings will be the same as the 
frame. 
 Painted Fender | +€49.00   

 Painted Rims | +€49.00   

 Painted Handle and Stem | +€25.00 

HOME > BICYCLES > YOUNG SHATTERHAND  FEMALE/UNISEX  



Young Shatterhand Female/Unisex
 
Main Features
• The bicycle for the city
• Upright sitting position for better overview of traffic
• 26 inch wheels for quicker maneuvering
• Low balancepoint, turns quickly

This bicycle has a temper of its own: It gladly takes control and needs 
a firm hand, but when you master the Young Shatterhand, it works 
excellently in the city with its ability to turn in narrow places, and 
it’s great at cutting corners. The Young Shatterhand is built to the 
same measurements as a road bicycle, meaning that it has quite a low 
balance point, and as you sit upright you can use all of your pedalling 
force downwards, making the bicycle fast and a good sprinter. For the 
Young Shatterhand, we use 26 inch mountain bike rims and wheels. 
This gives you stability, and your ride will be soft and smooth thanks to 
the Brooks saddle with suspension. In Søren Sögrenis words:

"I just loved this model as soon as we finished the first many 
years ago. Probably the best combination of usability, design and 
joyful riding we ever created."

Frame Size 
 48   52   56   60   63 

Color 
       

Color ype 
 Matte   Glossy 

Pedals 
 Aluminum   Brass   Copper 

Sögreni Bell 
 Brass   Copper   Zink   
 Stainless Steel 

Brooks England Saddle 
  

Leather Handles 
  

 

 

Customize 1

1

€1,669.00

€1,669.00

View Cart

View Cart
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The next section 
only appears after 
clinking in customize. 
The buttons will 
move to the end 
of that section 
and the value will 
change accordingly 
to selected 
customizations.


